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leng ka fei li kai le bei dian 
As the cold coffee leaves the coaster 

wo ren zhu de qing xu zai hen hou mian 
I desperately tried to hold my emotions far behind 

pin ming xiang wan hui de cong qian 
The past I'm fighting hard to recover 

zai wo lian shang yi jiu qing xi ke jian 
On my face you can still see ever so clearly 

zui mei de bu shi xia yu tian 
Rainy days are not the most beautiful 
shi ceng yu ni duo guo yu de wu yan 
It's the shelters that I once shared with you in the rain 

hui yi de hua mian 
The pictures in my memory 

zai dang zhe qiu qian meng kai shi bu tian 
While on the swings dreams become less sweet 

ni shuo ba ai jian jian fang xia hui zou geng yuan 
You said by gradually letting go of love would one go
further 
you he bi qu gai bian ni cuo guo de shi jian 
and why bother changing the time that you've missed 

ni yong ni de zhi jian zu zhi wo shuo zai jian 
you used your fingertip to stop me from saying
goodbye 

xiang xiang ni zai shen bian zai wan quan shi qu zhi
qian 
imaging you being by my side before you completely
disappear 

ni shuo ba ai jian jian fang xia hui zou geng yuan 
You said by gradually letting go of love would one go
further 
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huo xu ming yun de qian zhi rang wo men yu jian 
Perhaps life's destiny lot only allowed us to meet 

zhi rang wo men xiang lian zhe yi ji de qiu tian 
Merely allowing us to love, in this one season of fall 

piao luo hou cai fa xian zhe xing fu de sui pian 
Only after it drifted down do I realise this fragment of
happiness 

yao wo zen me jian 
How do i pick them up
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